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The Basilisk lizard or the ‘Jesus Christ’ lizard makes use of 
the high surface tension of water to accomplish the 
incredible feat of walking on water's surface.
The Basilisk can't actually walk on water, it runs on water, 
moving its feet before they break through the surface



Strider using rowing motion

To walk across water

Water strider packing 

15 times its weight and still

remaining afloat



Surface and interfaces

 The chemistry of surfaces and interfaces is of 

great interest in academic and industrial research

 The behavior of molecules in the bulk and at the 

interface (liquid/vapour, solid/vapour and 

solid/liquid)  is determined by number of forces 

that include

1. electrostatic attraction

2. covalent bonding

3. hydrogen bonding and

4. hydrophobic interaction



Interfaces
Air/water  Water/solvent solid/water

Restructuring  bulk 

water  using  Hofmeister 

electrolytes & effect on 

interfacial water  

structures

Relating viscosity to 

interfacial tension of 

water/solvent mixtures

Developing 

experimental tools to 

study solid/liquid 

interfacial tension & 

hydrodynamically 

coupled water 

LB films –

Novel rigid schiff 

base amphiphiles 

coated on the 

substrates

Relating coupled 

water with function 

of peptides & 

proteins

Tuning properties 

of surface coatings 

including protein 

films

Adsorption studies 

on proteins



Organized molecular assemblies

An organized molecular assembly is a group of atoms or

molecules built in a solid matrix due to chemical or 

intermolecular interactions and possessing, in total, the ability 

to produce a definite response to the given perturbation



SELF-ASSEMBLY (copying nature)

Fabricating ordered molecular structures with spatial precision:

A phenomenon in which a number of independent molecules

suspended in an isotropic (disordered) solution spontaneously

come together to form an ordered aggregate which is of

molecular size in at least one dimension.

The most impressive examples of self assembly in biology:

The ribosome - a complicated machine for building up a

polypeptide chain according to the set of instructions encoded in

a chain of messenger RNA.

Similar to a lathe for machining metal knobs that is built up from

a lot of individual components



Self assembly-similar to crystallization (only there is 

restriction on size)

Another example :Hydration of lipid assembly

The driving force for this self-assembly - attempt by 

the molecules to hide their hydrophobic parts from the 

water

Special features

1.Impermeable to water

2.Pls viscous fluids and

not solids

3.Both Pls and proteins 

free to diffuse through

the interior of the membrane



Lipid bilayers

Cartoon structures

PC -bilayers Lyso-PC SDS PE -

hexagonal
micelles

Lamellar phase Amphiphiles

PC - forms lamellar phases  = bilayers of biology

Get x-ray/nmr data 



Amphiphiles

Hydrophilic

O,N,P,H

Hydrophobic

C, H Amphiphiles

phosphatidyl choline    lyso- phosphatidyl choline

dodecylsulphate

Polar

Non-polar

Micelles/Monolayers/Bilayers
polar

non-polar

polarnon-polar

polar

non-polar



Surface Tension

A water molecule in the middle 
of solution is pulled in all 
directions.

Not true at the surface.
Only pulled down and to 
each side.
Holds the molecules 
together.
Causes surface tension.



Surface tension depends on the type and magnitude of 

intermolecular forces acting in the interfacial region

• Long range forces (e.g. dispersion )

• Short range specific forces (hydrogen bonding, 

complexation etc.)

• Entropical effects (in a liquid, the surface is usually slightly 

more disordered than the bulk)

Surface active agents or surfactants reduce surface tension 

of water 

-„clean‟ water, surface tension 0

-water, covered with surfactants, surface tension 

- Surface pressure  = 0- 



Langmuir films -Assemblies of amphiphiles at air/water 

interface

Paraffin oil and water do not mix, and this is a result of the 

interactions between their individual molecules. 

Molecules of water prefer other molecules of water, and 

molecules of oil prefer other molecules of oil. 

An amphiphile - when you chemically link a water-fearing and a 

water-loving part. 

Amphiphiles have unusual properties and makes them very 

important both in industry and in science. 

The oldest known amphiphile is soap



BASICS of Langmuir films

· Minimization of surface free energy of liquid or  reduction  

of surface tension (Unit: mN/m)

· Water has high surface tension

· Surfactants will lower surface tension

· Caveat: Contaminations! (Use of clean water)

PHASE TRANSITIONS IN LANGMUIR FILMS

Two classes of phase transitions involving monolayers

•Transitions between two-dimensional phases 

•Change of dimensionality from two to three dimensions. 

Transitions within the monolayer are particularly interesting 

because they can involve a number of order parameters, 

both conserved and non-conserved. 



A Langmuir monolayer - a sheet of amphiphilic molecules all 

oriented with their hydrophilic heads on one side of the sheet 

and their hydrophobic tails on the other. 

Unlike the bilayers of biomembranes, Langmuir monolayers 

cannot exist in a stable condition when completely surrounded 

by water. Instead, Langmuir monolayers assemble and exist at 

pre-existing interfaces between phases with different degrees 

of hydrophilicity. 

• water-air > water - organic sol. 

+ organic sol - air
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Amphiphilic Molecules on Water-MONOLAYERS

-hydrophilic (water loving) and hydrophobic (water hating)

Hydrophobic - long chains - (CH2)n > 12

Hydrophilic - -NH2, -OH, -NO2, -CONH2, -NMe3
+



-A and V-A isotherms of Stearic acid

Stripes in the close 
packed layer

(CH3)-(CH2)16-COOH
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One layer is fixed on the substrate each time the substrate 

goes through the film

The contact between the surfactant and the substrate is 

due to Van der Waals interactions

LANGMUIR-BLODGETT FILM (LB FILM) 



Weak Crystallization

Collective tilting

CRYSTAL GROWTH

For i=1,n    i Fi = Min.

Equilibrium form of a crystal is determined from

surface free energies Fi of the various crystallographic 

faces (hkl)

Two types of Crystallization from Langmuir films

(1) Surface pressure induced crystal growth

(2) Crystallization of substances from sub phase with  

amphiphile as nuclei promoter (epitaxy)



(Octadecylamino)dihydroxysalicylaldehyde

(ODAHS)

Phases in the ML –mesomorphic & 

solid state and amorphous 

states in between

Amphiphiles considered as rigid 

Rods packing in hexagonal symmetry

P.E.=orientation pot., dipolar couplings, 

Rotational-rotational, translational-

rotational

and translational-translational interactions



A.Dhathathreyan et.al., Langmuir, (2002), 18, 928

Configuration of ODAHS at high packing density



Surface pressure 

25mN/m                                             42mN/m



Nanomaterials 

Driving force has been mainly „microelectronics with 

increasing level of ICs and small size of active elements of ICs

Features

Quantum phenomena in low dimensional systems

2-d thin films; 1-d quantum wires; zero–d quantum dots



Methods for preparation of nanomaterials

Physical                                             Chemical

CVD, PVD MBE                              Colloids,SAM, 

Langmuir and 

Langmuir-Blodgett films (LB films)

Wet chemical methods for formation of nanostructures 

using synthesis and assembly into a single process

(1) Synthesis of nanoparticles in solutions of the corresponding

salts by controlled addition of anions (or cations) or by 

hydrolysis.

(2) Preparation of nanoparticles as a result of phase 

transformations.

(3) The synthesis of nanoparticles in aerosol.



CdS Nanoparticles of metal sulfides synthesized by  a reaction 

of a water soluble salt and H2S

RCOOH+ Cd(ClO4)2 = (RCOO)2Cd + H2O

(RCOO)2Cd + Na2S = CdS↓ + 2(RCOONa)

CH3

OHO

Cd 2
+

CH3

O O-

Cd 2
+

CH3

-O O

CH3

OH

OO
OH

CH3

-O

OO
-O

Cd 2+

R(COOH)2

R(COOH)

CH3(CH2)16 (COOH)2 + MCl2 =CH3(CH2)16 M(COO)2 +HCl

(ODSA)

Mixed layers with Octadecylamine - CH3(CH2)16 NH2 (ODAM) 

or the alcohol CH3(CH2)16 OH (ODAL)or a double tailed cationic surfactant

(CH3(CH2)16)2 (CH3)2-N
+Br- (DOMA)



Isotherm of ODSA

0.40nm2 / molecule 

0.12V @20mN/m



Cadmium sulphide from Cadmium complex of 

ODSA



Tunability of particle sizes
Use of mixed films- ODAM or ODAL – reduction

0.19nm2/molecule;0.43V



CdS =2.42eV

Particle size from 

absorption edge 

k =A(h-Eg)

Odsa

2.9eV; 2.70.1nm

Odsa +odam
3.1eV;  1.67 0.1nm

Odsa +Odal

3.63eV; 2.00.1nm



CH3(CH2)16 (COOH)2 + MCl2 =CH3(CH2)16 M(COO)2 +HCl

(ODSA)

Mixed layers with Octadecylamine - CH3(CH2)16 NH2

(ODAM) or 

the alcohol CH3(CH2)16 OH (ODAL)

or

a double tailed cationic surfactant

(CH3(CH2)16)2 (CH3)2-N
+Br- (DOMA)



Lead iodide PbI2 –anisotropic semiconductor of the 

CdI2 layeredType

PbI2 -a p-type semiconductor with high atomic number

of Pb (Z =82), large energy gap (2.55 eV), high

resistivity (1012 ohmcm) , and the melting point

402- 412deg.C

Crystals readily cleaved parallel to the layer plane (0 0 1), 

And consist of molecular layers Pb–I–Pb where the

bonding between layers is weak (van der Waals

forces).

Disadvantage

Its disadvantage is in forming polytypes



Formation of Lead salt  of ODSA - ODSAPb

MONOLAYER Area/Molecule 

(nm2)

Surface 

potential (V)

ODSAPb 0.19 0.22

ODSAPb+ODAM 0.19 0.54

ODSAPb+ODAL 0.38 0.26





TEM

TEM AFM

PbI2 –ODSA matrix

PbI2 –mixed matrix

ODSA  as template –nanoclusters -tunability



ODSAPb

ODSAPb+ODAM

ODSAPb +ODAL

2.2nm

3.1nm

2.5nm

LB films of ODSAPb-iodination

Optical absorption spectra of PbI2



Assembly of vesicles at 

air/water interface

3-cyano -N- benzylidene  hexadecylamine 



TEM of  vesicles

Discocyte
Oblate

string formation in cobalt complex 



Geometry – vesicles-

0.5 < v/al >1 Cobalt 

complex

L7



a,Cone-shaped surfactant

b,normal micelles.

c,Champagne cork shaped 

surfactant 

d,reverse micelles 

e,Interconnected cylinders.

f,Planar lamellar phase.

g,Onion-like

lamellar phase.

Surfactants -molecules with a polar hydrophilic head

(attracted to water) and a hydrophobic hydrocarbon

chain (attracted to oil)



Surfactant

Na(AOT) or 

Cu(AOT)2

Copper 

nanocrystals



Ag nanocrystals: a,Decahedron.b,Icosahedron.

c,Cubo-octahedron.

Cu nanocrystals in the presence various counterions



Growth of CaCO3 using a bolamphiphile

1,18 Octadecanedicarboxylic 

acid with CaCl2 immersed in

Na2SO3



Advantages of Langmuir and LB films 

The biomimetic approach of novel materials design is a 

bottom-up strategy of fabricating molecular assemblies with 

a hierarchical structure from the nanometer-scale to a 

mesoscopic scale.

Periodicity - Size tunability – steric stabilizers  -ionic 

complexes-ODSA

Amphiphilic Schiff bases synthesized form stable  

monolayers and the elongation of  - electron system in 

the head  group influences the organization, orientation  

and aggregation  of metal clusters at interface



CRYSTALS AND CRYSTALLIZATION USING LANGMUIR 
FILMS

“Order is not pressure which is imposed on society from without, 
but an equilibrium which is set up from within”

Jose Ortega y Gasset, Mirabeau and politics, (1927)

Self assembly and order
Mechanism of ordering                 Formation of 2 d crystals
Self assembly            Phase transition process



CRYSTAL GROWTH and GROWTH OF LIQUID DROPS

For i=1,n    i Fi = Min.
Equilibrium form of a crystal is determined from
surface free energies of the various crystallographic 
faces (hkl)

Two types of Crystallization from Langmuir films
(1) Surface pressure induced crystal growth
(2) Crystallization of substances from sub phase with  

amphiphile as nuclei promoter



Crystals from LB films
Ostwald –like ripening- crystallization of 
polyethyleneglycoldistearate (PEGDS) In LB films
Use of spreading solvents differing in polarity (Chloroform/Methanol)

Simulations of the growth of clusters on a

2-d lattice-Method of Riekvald

occupation rate : (x) at site x

Rate of growth depends on density of  the occupied 

sites

(x)=A[1-S(x)]n(x)D(x;lD)

If x is occupied S(x)=l and  for unoccupied site =0

n(x) –No. of occupied nearest neighbour sites 

surrounding x (SURFACE TENSION)

D(x;lD)- Effective diffusion coefficient

Simulations for lD =0.06 to 10 lattice constants



Chloroform

Chloroform/Methanol





DMPE

DMPE+C16OH

2D crystals of Ferritin



2d crystals of protein

Protein subphase

2 D crystals of Lysozyme

Fatty acid

Fatty acid + fatty amine
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Polymorphism - ability of a compound to 

crystallize in a variety of forms.  

The different polymorphs - have very different physical 

properties including melting point, solubility, density, and color

Crystal polymorphism - ability of molecules to form diverse 

packing arrangements

- paramount importance in fields such as pharmacology, solid-

state chemistry, and material science.

Normally conditions to induce the precipitation of various 

(metastable) polymorphs is invariably achieved by “mix and try” 

methods, which are kinetically driven
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-glycine -glycine
-glycine

GlycineGlycine Glycine

Simple fatty acid Alkane Simple fatty alcohol
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Candies- adding sugar (solute) to water (solvent) and boiling to 215 

to 356 F

Identical sugar molecules arrange themselves in orderly geometric 

patterns (can't be seen with the naked eye)- crystalline form

Crystalline and non-crystalline candies

Hard candies- where crystallization results in a desired grainy 

structure

Soft textures of caramels and fudges -where crystallization is 

minimized 

Factors deciding crystallization - cream, butter, corn syrup, etc. and 

when and how fast the solution is cooled

Ordered crystallization in non-crystalline candy or an interference 

with crystal growth in crystalline candy is prevented by ingredients. 

- called interfering agents.
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Ordered crystallization in non-crystalline candy or an 

interference with  crystal growth in crystalline candy -

prevented by ingredients. 

These ingredients -interfering agents.

Tuning the properties interfering agents in the Langmuir films-

Crystallization of fat or sugar possible

Fat + Long chain alcohol with sugar – soft candy

Fat + long chain charged amphiphile with sugar –Hard candy

To minimize phenomena such as blooming of chocolate, 

graininess of fat and flowing properties of drugs.
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Most chocolate made of cocoa butter-

Triglycerides

large clustered crystals 

with a waxy or grainy 

texture

whiter, creamier product -tender and 
smooth texture



Molecular Recognition of Organized assemblies via 

Hydrogen Bonding  (C.M.Paleos et.al. , Adv.Mater. 9, (1997) p.695)

Orientational control –host-guest  molecules

Receptor for nucleobases-

recognition by thymidine

Uridine and thymine and not 

by adenine oadenosine

2-amino-4,6(didoceylamino) 1,3,5 triazine

forming supramolecular strand with

Barbituric acid



Molecular Imprinting of Biomineralized CdS Nanostructures: 

Crystallographic Control Using Self-Assembled DNA-

Membrane Templates( G.C.L.Wong et.al.,JACS, webpubl. 09/09/2003)

Organization of Cd2+ ions within the 

interhelical pores between DNA strands 

and subsequently react them with H2S 

to form CdS nanorods of controllable 

widths and crystallographic orientation. 

The resultant nanorods have (002) 

planes tilted by 60° with respect to the 

rod axis, in contrast to all known II-VI 

semiconductor nanorods.



Amphiphilicity-Driven Organization of Nanoparticles into 

Discrete Assemblies
E.R. Zubarev, JACS, web 11/04/2006

Polystyrene-b-polyethyleneoxide 

PS40-PEO50



Water is  an integral and active 

component of most biomolecular 

systems

Significance of water  in aqueous 

solution of  peptides and proteins

Important to the structure, stability, 

dynamics and function

Actively participates in molecular 

recognition 

Mediates  the interactions between 

binding partners and contributes to 

stabilization



Types of water associated with biomolecules

1. Structural- Unfreezable

2. Free water

3. Hydrodynamically coupled water at the aqueous interface

1

2

Protein

3



 More specifically, interfacial water in 

biomolecules is critical to their 

equilibrium structures and function

 Interfacial water/hydrodynamically 

coupled water/biological water has an 

influence over the   conformational  

stability of  biomolecules – proteins. 

But How?

-- - -
-

-
-

++

+

+
+

+



Young equation

(homogeneous, smooth, rigid solids)


Vapor

Liquid

Solid

SV

SL

Horizontal balance of forces:

Young equation

SV = SL + LV cos 

Three phase contact line of the solid/liquid/gas system 

gives rise to contact angle 



 0° 90° 180°

cos  1 0        -1

Spread     Compl.Wet  Partial     sl = sv             Negli.wet        Non-wet

Work of adhesion 

W = lv (1+cos)

Force of adhesion =1/W

Horizontal balance of forces:

Young equation

SV = SL + LV cos 

Contact angle hysteresis

Young eq. predicts single value 

for intrinsic  but range of stable 

apparent  is measured 

experimentally:

=> hysteresis, H   = a - r

maximum - a advancing

minimum - r receding

r

a



Estimation of coupled water and Adsorption on solid surfaces using 

QCM-Quartz crystal microbalance 

Principle of QCM - piezoelectricity- a coupling between a material’s 

mechanical and electrical behavior.

QCM uses Sauerbrey equation:

 f = - 2 f0
2  m / A ()1/2

 Density of crystal (2.684g/cc)

 Shear modulus of quartz 

(2.947X1010 g/cm2)

f0 fundamental freq. of the 

crystal

m attached mass

A  contact area of the crystal

There are at least 2 phases : 

1st phase : slow –stronger 

binding

Surface-protein contacts 

available initially help in protein 

adsorption

2nd phase: faster, due to 

hydration water and possibly 

denatured molecules



The coupled water 

fraction in design 

of a hydropathy 

scale in surface 

adsorbed amino 

acid films on solid 

using quartz crystal 

microbalance 



This scale is suitable to 

study structure–function 

correlation in proteins.

Sequences based on this 

scale occur in membrane 

insertion domain or in 

trans-membrane proteins 

from PDB survey.



Specific molecular assembly of 

Laminins important – to 

understand  biopathways

Different Laminin chains 

assemble into trimeric molecules 

with  specific tissue localizations.

Nature and location of residues, 

the assembly process etc. – an 

early event determining adhesion 

of cells

Applications

Applied in a benchmark test for a native Laminin peptide 

YIGSR and its mutated sequences (with mutations carried 

out at ‘Y and ‘R’ positions)



YIGSR – a β1 domain of laminin, promotes cell adhesion,

migration, inhibits angiogenesis and Tumor metastasis

Surface activity of YIGSR and its site specificity

Study of amphiphilic derivatives of YIGSR, mutated at

hyper active sites Y and R, one at a time and correlate

their coupled water fraction with surface activity.

Two sets of amphiphilic derivatives of YIGSR, one set with

mutations on Y and other on R.

First group - Mutation at  Y

YIGSR, VIGSR, LIGSR, IIGSR



The mutation influences the polar component of the total 

surface energy at the film/substrate interface

It is the lowest for LIGSR-myr and YIGSR-myr shows the 

maximum value on hydrophilic substrate and reversed on a 

hydrophobic substrate 

The corresponding work of adhesion for water on these 

films also shows similar trend



Second group - Mutation at  R

YIGSQ, YIGSD, YIGSS, YIGSN

YIGSR - the most stable sequence with highest 

surface activity, the shortest end to end distance and 

YIGSS – the least stable and the lowest surface activity. 

The order of minimized energy  

YIGSR < YIGSQ < YIGSD < YIGSN < YIGSS

Conclusion

Even single amino acid mutation in a peptide 

influences surface energy and adhesion both at 

air/solution and solid/solution interfaces.





SURFACE SCIENCE

 Surface thermodynamics including surface or interfacial 
tension, Surface potential, phase transitions and 
packing in amphiphiles in Langmuir and LB films

 Homogenous/Heterogenous nucleation for 2 
dimensional crystallization of sugars, proteins and metal 
clusters using Langmuir and LB films as templates

 Studies on model biomembranes like vesicles using 
novel rigid head group amphiphiles 

 Study of interrelations between macroscopic interfacial 
phenomena like adsorption of proteins and other 
macromolecules on solid surfaces and control of 
adhesion, wetting and adsorption for surface coatings. 

 Adsorption free energies and reactions of amphiphiles, 
proteins and other macromolecules in Langmuir and 
Langmuir Blodgett films



SURFACE SCIENCE

 Homogenous/Heterogenous nucleation for 2 dimensional 
crystallization of sugars, proteins and metal clusters using 
Langmuir and LB films as templates

2 d crystals of Sucrose/LB films Bulk crystallization of 

Sucrose
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